
Deed of Novation applied to Residential Building: Case of
Timothy Heath v Steele Associates

In this article, we explore the application of Deed of Novation in a specific residential building case
- Timothy Heath v Steele Associates. Learn how this case provides valuable insights into the use
of Deed of Novation in practice, and its implications for homeowners and builders. Contact our
experienced team for support with any construction law matter.

Background of the Case

In the case of Timothy Heath v Steele Associates, a dispute arose between a homeowner (Timothy
Heath) and a builder (Steele Associates) regarding the enforcement of entitlements under a
residential construction contract. The matter in question revolved around the Deed of Novation,
which had been entered into by the parties on 15 August 2011.

Initially, the original construction contract was between the homeowner and Steele Associates
Construction Pty Limited ("the old contractor"). However, a Deed of Novation was executed,
transferring all the existing rights, liabilities, and obligations of the old contractor to a new entity -
Steele Associates Pty Limited ("the new contractor").

The homeowner contended that the new contractor was unlicensed and uninsured at the time of
novation, making it unable to enforce any entitlements under the contract, specifically preventing
the new contractor from claiming the retention sum. In response, the builder argued that the
homeowner's argument was misconceived and that they required no licence or insurance as only
minor rectification work under the value of $12,000 remained to be done after the Deed of
Novation was entered into. This amount did not require insurance under the Home Building Act.

The case highlighted the complexities of the Deed of Novation, its application in residential
construction, and the importance of understanding the legal intricacies surrounding such
agreements.

Home Building Act Requirements

The Home Building Act is a key piece of legislation that governs residential construction projects in
Australia. It sets out various requirements and protections for both homeowners and builders to
ensure that construction work is carried out to a high standard and disputes are resolved fairly.
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In the context of the Timothy Heath v Steele Associates case, the following provisions of the Home
Building Act (as adjusted for the Act as at 2023) are particularly relevant:

● Licensing Requirements: Section 4 of the Home Building Act 1989 (NSW) governs
unlicensed contracting in the context of residential building and specialist work. Individuals,
partnerships, or corporations must hold a valid contractor licence to contract for residential
building or specialist work.

● Insurance Requirements: Sections 92 and 94 of the Home Building Act 1989 (NSW) outline
the insurance requirements for residential building work contracts and the consequences
for failing to comply with those requirements. Contractors cannot recover money for
uninsured work under any other right of action, including quantum meruit, unless a court or
tribunal deems it just and equitable. Contractors remain liable for damages and subject to
other remedies for any breaches they commit.

● Rectification Costs: The Act also outlines provisions for homeowners to claim rectification
costs in case of a breach of statutory warranty by the builder. However, such claims must
be made according to the specific contractual terms and procedures.

In this case, the builder maintained that they had complied with all the requirements of the Home
Building Act, as the remaining work after the Deed of Novation was below the $12,000 threshold
(as this was the threshold applicable at the time of this case) and did not require insurance. The
Tribunal had to consider whether the Deed of Novation and the builder's compliance with the Act
had any bearing on the enforcement of the contract and the builder's claim for payment.

Deed of Novation in the Case

In the Timothy Heath v Steele Associates case, the Deed of Novation played a crucial role in
determining the outcome. The deed was entered into on 15 August 2011 between Steele
Associates Construction Pty Limited (the old contractor) and Steele Associates Pty Limited (the
new contractor). The purpose of the Deed of Novation was to transfer all existing rights, liabilities,
and obligations of the old contractor under the Building Contract to the new contractor.

The homeowner argued that, since the new contractor was unlicensed and uninsured at the time of
novation, it could not enforce any entitlements under the contract, particularly the retention sum
claimed. However, the builder countered this argument, stating that the Deed of Novation had no
bearing on their claim, as the remaining work after the novation was under the $12,000 threshold
and did not require insurance.

The Tribunal, in its analysis, concluded that the Deed of Novation had effectively created a new
building contract between Timothy Heath and the new contractor, with the same terms as the
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original Building Contract. The Tribunal also noted that the homeowner had agreed to pay the
outstanding debt of $120,936 under the old contract, plus an obligation to pay interest on any
unpaid progress payments.

In the end, the Tribunal found that the builder was entitled to the remainder of the debt plus
interest, as the amount owed had been agreed upon by both parties through the Deed of Novation.
Importantly, the Tribunal ruled that the builder's claim for payment was indeed a building claim
within the meaning of section 48A of the Act, giving the Tribunal jurisdiction to hear and determine
the builder's claim for payment.

Implications of the Case

The Timothy Heath v Steele Associates case has several implications for homeowners, builders,
and construction lawyers involved in residential building disputes. Understanding these
implications can be crucial in navigating similar situations and ensuring that all parties are aware of
their rights and responsibilities under a Deed of Novation and the Home Building Act.

● Understanding Deed of Novation: This case highlights the importance of understanding the
legal implications of a Deed of Novation. Homeowners and builders should ensure they are
aware of how a Deed of Novation can affect their contractual obligations and rights, as well
as the potential consequences of transferring responsibilities to a new entity.

● Compliance with Home Building Act requirements: The case serves as a reminder of the
significance of complying with the Home Building Act requirements, including licensing and
insurance obligations. Both homeowners and builders must be aware of these requirements
to avoid potential disputes and ensure that their contracts are enforceable.

● Importance of clear communication and agreement: This case emphasises the need for
clear communication and agreement between parties when entering into a Deed of
Novation. Homeowners and builders should ensure that all terms and conditions are
explicitly laid out and agreed upon to avoid any misunderstandings and subsequent
disputes.

● Precedent for future cases: The Timothy Heath v Steele Associates case may serve as a
precedent for future cases involving Deeds of Novation in residential construction disputes.
Construction lawyers, like myself, can use this case to better advise and represent clients in
similar situations.

● Awareness of legal rights and responsibilities: Finally, the case highlights the importance of
being aware of one's legal rights and responsibilities when entering into residential
construction contracts. Homeowners and builders should consult with experienced
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construction lawyers, such as myself, to ensure they understand the legal implications of
their actions and to protect their interests.

Lessons Learned

The Timothy Heath v Steele Associates case provides valuable lessons for homeowners, builders,
and construction lawyers dealing with residential building contracts and disputes. By examining the
case and understanding its implications, parties can take steps to avoid similar issues in the future.

● Thoroughly review contracts and agreements: Before entering into a Deed of Novation or
any other contractual agreement, both homeowners and builders should thoroughly review
the terms and conditions. Ensuring that all parties fully understand their rights and
responsibilities can help prevent future disputes.

● Seek professional legal advice: Engaging an experienced building dispute lawyer, like
myself, who specialises in residential building disputes can help homeowners and builders
navigate complex legal issues. Receiving expert advice can prevent potential pitfalls and
protect the interests of all parties involved.

● Maintain open communication: Open and honest communication between homeowners and
builders is crucial in avoiding misunderstandings and disputes. Regularly discussing project
progress, concerns, and any changes to the contract can help maintain a positive working
relationship and ensure a successful project outcome.

● Keep records of agreements and payments: Both parties should maintain detailed records
of all agreements, payments, and any other relevant documentation. In the event of a
dispute, these records can provide essential evidence and help resolve issues efficiently.

● Act promptly when issues arise: If a dispute or concern arises, it's crucial to address the
issue promptly. Delaying action can lead to further complications and potentially damage
the relationship between the homeowner and the builder. Seeking legal advice as soon as
possible can help resolve disputes effectively and avoid potential litigation.

If you find yourself in a residential building dispute or need guidance on your construction contract,
don't hesitate to reach out to me for assistance. With over a decade’s of experience in representing
clients in the NCAT and specialising in residential building contracts and building disputes, I can
help you understand your legal rights and navigate the complexities of your case. Contact me
today to schedule a consultation.
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Conclusion

The Timothy Heath v Steele Associates case highlights the importance of understanding the legal
implications of a Deed of Novation in the context of residential building contracts. By examining this
case, homeowners, builders, and construction lawyers can gain valuable insights into the
requirements of the Home Building Act and the potential consequences of novation agreements.

To protect your interests and ensure a successful project outcome, it's essential to seek
professional legal advice from an experienced construction lawyer specialising in residential
building disputes. As a construction lawyer with ten years of experience representing clients in the
NCAT, I can help you navigate the complexities of your case and guide you through the legal
process. Don't hesitate to contact me for assistance with your residential building dispute or
contract review.
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